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The$Concept$

Solar Bankers offers unique solutions to
maximize solar energy conversion in hightemperature environments. With its innovative
modules and films, Solar Bankers guarantees
higher in-field performance and lower
maintenance than competitors, enabling to
maximize returns on investment of solar projects.
With its! technical expertise and strong
!
commitment to quality and innovation, Solar
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products that optimally adapt to different
!
environments.
The!game&changing!solar!module!summarizes!all!
the! advantages! of! the! existing! ones! while!
eliminating! their! disadvantages.! At! the! same!
time! the! production! cost! are! half! of! the! Chinese!
production!cost.!!
!
www.solarbankers.com
The! production! process! is! as! simple! as! of!
standard! crystalline! modules,! the! panel! request!
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There! is! a! deflecting! optic! added! to! the!
components! of! a! standard! solar! module.! This!
optic! is! printed! on! the! cover! glass! and! faces! the!
inside!of!the!module.!It!is!nanometer!thin!and!its!
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Solar Bankers Deflecting PV Module
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active converter. The result is a solar
module with higher in-field efficiencies
due to reduced operative temperature,
and lower unit cost thanks to savings on
solar cell area. Solar Bankers module is
prototyped, tested and received quality
certifications from Fraunhofer ISE, one of
the most renowned institutes for solar
energy research and development.
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Silicon cell stripe
There! is! a! deflecting! optic! added! to! the!
components! of! a! standard! solar! module.! This!
optic! is! printed! on! the! cover! glass! and! faces! the!
inside!of!the!module.!It!is!nanometer!thin!and!its!
structure! is! optimized! according! to! the!
characteristics!of!the!detector!material!silicon.!In!
result! the! holographic! optic! can! select,! deflect!
and! concentrate! the! parts! of! the! sunlight,! which!
are! desirable! for! mono&! and! polycrystalline!
silicon.! The! undesirable! part! of! the! sunlight,! the!
heat,! is! selected! and! deflected! away! from! the!
cells.! Through! the! 40&times! concentration! of! the!
sunlight! it! is! possible! to! reduce! the! silicon!
needed! by! more! than! 90!%.! Only! thin! silicon!
stripes! are! necessary! to! achieve! an! efficiency! of!
26,5!%.!

Lower cost and higher performance
•
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Solar Bankers panel uses only 25 % of the
silicon required by standard modules and
provides up to 30% more power output due
to reduced operative temperature
Solar Bankers module is fabricated through
a fully automated assembly process and
requires only 4 steps, enabling up to 50%
cost savings compared to standard
modules.
Solar Bankers module uses back-contact
solar cells, which have no light shading
losses and thus enable higher conversion
efficiencies compared to standard solar
cells.
Solar Bankers module has lower cell-tomodule losses compared to standard
products. Solar cells are electrically
connected using prefabricated back-contact
sheets and do not require soldering, thus
reducing the risk to damage the cells or
introduce electrical losses.
Solar Bankers module has a tested
durability greater than 20 years, certified by
Fraunhofer ISE.

Up to 75% reduction in
silicon

Back-contact cell

Standard cell

Back-contact sheet

Up to 30% more power output at half of the cost

Standard Module
Solar Bankers module

Solar Bankers Module technical specifications

1640 mm

992 mm *

Unit

Module

Power output

W

300

305

310

Max. Power Point Voltage

V

32.3

32.4

32.5

Max. Power Point Current

A

9.25

9.3

9.35

Open Circuit Voltage

V

39.3

39.4

39.5

Short Circuit Current

A

9.75

9.8

9.85

Module Eﬃciency
Heat losses

19.8 % at 25 o C
12 % at 75 o C (compared to 32% for standard modules)

Mechanical characteristics
Module
Solar Cells

Interdigitated back-contact cell

Front Glass

High transmission tempered glass

Junction Box
Frame

IP65 & IP67
Anodized aluminum alloy/silver/clear
* diﬀerent sizes and power configurations are available upon request

